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THE LIST: 
 

 

1 calculate pi to ten digits using an abacus 3 

2 video of coins coming out of a slot machine that isn't a 
google result 

4 

3 a zaurus 2 

4 compete in a social engineering village contest, without 
signing up prior to the contest 

4 

5 a tape measure with no imperial markings 2 

6 your entire team hugging a speaker goon 1 

7 a car up on blocks in the Bally's or Paris parking lot 4 

8 the team sitting below a pear tree 2 

9 a team member hogtied with cat 5 cable 2 

10 a us quarter from before 1965 2 

11 reclining chair 2 

12 give Grifter a rug 5 

13 sell something to a vendor 3 

14 an empty bag of quikrete 3 

15 don't ride the white horse, ride the white pony 2 

16 join a cult 2 

17 a team member holding a goose 1 

18 model solar system made out of alcoholic paraphernalia 2 

19 Kevin Mitnick's credit card 5 

20 a fizzy ginger 2 

21 have Eddie explain how he is a yeti 1 

22 bell system or baby bell manhole cover 5 

23 a doctor's prescription for more cowbell 3 

24 liquor is quicker; determine how much quicker it is than 
beer, show your work 

1 

25 5 different cigar bands 2 

26 a sports almanac 1 

27 wear the pedobear head in the rootz area 1 

28 breast implant, implanted or not 2 

29 the entire team inside a geo metro hatchback, with all 
doors closed 

3 

30 read a sonnet to an arts & entertainment goon 2 

31 a working lite-brite 3 

32 build a sand castle, in a sand trap of a golf course 3 

33 ball pit balls, minimum of 4 colors 2 

34 DC 22 Scavenger Hunt floppy disk, with 10GB stored on 
it; porn would be ideal 

3 

35 picture of a team member inside the NOC 4 

36 visit the quartermaster and ask for combo #3 with extra 
onions and no pickles 

3 

37 personal phone number of someone that works at an 
adult store in las vegas 

2 

38 an (unclaimed) winning lottery ticket 2 

39 a sack of hammered assholes, presented to Siviak for his 
birthday 

4 

40 second person shooter 1 

41 FSM made out of feminine products 2 

42 ms-dos running natively on modern hardware 2 

43 a wallet with 1337 dogecoins 2 

44 room key for every hotel on the las vegas strip (mandalay 
bay to the stratosphere) 

5 

45 a house or hotel from monopoly 1 

46 us currency that has a serial number with quads (4 alike 
digits at the end before the letter) 

4 

47 necklace mounted sippy cup 1 

48 play jump rope with lv metro or lv fd 3 

49 an elvis impersonator telling the scav hunt judges to "go 
fuck themselves" 

2 

50 ham and watermellon sandwich 1 

51 a slinky that slinks up the stairs 2 

52 two balls, blue in color, in a sack 1 

53 a lab coat that isn't "Vegas 2.0" or "Defcon Labs" branded 1 

54 2 attached perforated two dollar bills 4 

55 5 members of 23b at the table 3 

56 a copy of this Scavenger Hunt list on official letterhead 
from the Alexis Park 

4 

57 show us something acme branded 2 

58 get approval from Pyr0 to hold a wet t-shirt contest 3 

59 a snow globe with non-white snow 2 

60 barbie porn 1 

61 ham dice 2 

62 entire team photographed with 9 fine irishmen 2 

63 half of a bowling ball 3 

64 determine how long it would take your team to jerk off all 
the males in track 1, show your work 

2 

65 spell out "Defcon Scavenger Hunt" in navy semaphore 4 

66 a kilogram of coca cola 2 

67 ask Valerie what her safe word is 1 

68 sucessfully attach a helium filled baloon to a table using 
only post-it notes 

2 

69 pair of slot machine handles tied together to make 
nunchucks 

5 

70 bring someone with dental braces to the scav table 1 

71 Vanna Vinyl jumping on a trampoline for a minimum of 5 
seconds 

2 

72 gum-ball machine 3 

73 the kobold wizard's dildo of enlightenment +2 3 

74 using a telegraph keyer, spell out your team name in 
morse code.  

2 

75 Tesla in a tesla 2 

76 steering wheel 2 

77 5 shell casings, different calibers 1 

78 kiss a waiter, waitress, host, or hostess at Bally's or Paris 3 

79 brazillian passport, brazillian nuts, brazillian wax 3 

80 ride Livinded a full lap of the vendor area, then let 
Livingded ride for a lap 

3 

81 send a vhs copy of speed to the world speed project 3 

82 a refrigerator box 3 

83 lulzsec party badge 2 

84 a child flipping you off 1 

85 an hd-dvd movie 4 

86 flaming mix tape 1 

87 give someone crabs 3 

88 gte van door 5 

89 tell C-P about your childhood 3 

90 the internet, in physical form 1 

91 easter pumkin, thanksgiving valentines card, christmas 
firework 

2 

92 get an entire crowded room to chant "nerds! nerds! 
nerds!" 

3 

93 get the Scavenger Hunt on the true front page of reddit 4 

94 a full copy of geocities, at the table 5 

95 3.14 rubber duckies, exactly  1 

96 rope on a soap 1 

97 dickbutt tattoo 4 

RULES: 
1. The judges are always right.   

2. Not Our Problem 

3. Make it weird. 

4. 5 people maximum per team 

5. Defcon Scavenger Hunt is NOT responsible for 

death, dismemberment, arrest, catching fire or making 

poor decisions (or any resulting consequences). 
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98 an employee nametag from the riviera 5 

99 build couch fort in OpenCTF area 4 

100 a team member's fingernails and toenails painted using 
20 different colors 

3 

101 a stained, sugar glass window 2 

102 reel to reel, wall to wall 3 

103 give a first year goon a sympathy card 1 

104 an eyepatch 1 

105 a feather boa 1 

106 typewriter with comic sans font 10 

107 a mold of a team member's head 2 

108 paint the opening crawl of "a new hope" on a bare back 5 

109 ring a bell collecting money for the eff in a bucket at an 
entrance for a minimum of 30 minutes 

3 

110 bender's cpu 2 

111 play flight of the bumblebee on a plastic elementary 
school style recorder 

3 

112 uncooked in-n-out patty 3 

113 3 ear plugs, 2 nose plugs, 1 butt plug 3 

114 a quarter or third height hard disk, 3.5ʺ or 5.25" 1 

115 a set of red, yellow, and green cards from DC 20 2 

116 get an urban dictionary entry for the "Defcon Scavenger 
Hunt" approved by the mods 

1 

117 a train horn 1 

118 3d printed nipple clamps 2 

119 a team member wearng a onesie 1 

120 a wheres waldo book with every waldo circled 1 

121 a horse sized duck and a duck sized horse 1 

122 give Hackajar a lapdance 2 

123 working, activated, pager 2 

124 the entire team on a swan boat 3 

125 tie-dyed tighty whities 2 

126 get a hotel staff to endorse the lemon party on camera 1 

127 thumb wrestle Dark Tangent while wearing luchador 
masks; winner of 3 rounds must tag the opponent with a 
sharpie 

4 

128 a raven on a writing desk 1 

129 hold a tea party, complete with someone wearing a large 
hat and someone smoking a water pipe 

2 

130 porn on the cobb 4 

131 find someone in charge of events and conventions at the 
hotel and inquire if it is too late to cancel Defcon 

3 

132 bssid of the "Scavenger Hunt" access point 4 

133 propose to Banasidhe, "no" is not an acceptable answer 3 

134 money wired from nigeria 4 

135 casino voucher worth exactly 42 cents 4.2 

136 internet connection proxied through north korea 5 

137 sexual pineapple costume 4 

138 reciept for 23 cents worth of fuel 1 

139 get change for a dime from a vendor goon 2 

140 create a parklet in the parking lot 3 

141 3d ascii porn 3 

142 convince the judges that comcast is a ethically sound 
company 

2 

143 zip tie handcuffs 1 

144 a tps report 2 

145 the Scavenger Hunt needs a mascot, you need to build a 
model of the mascot out of food 

2 

146 a text file that that starts at 0 and increments by 1 to 
9999999999, each number on a new line 

3 

147 a real, whole, coconut 1 

148 a solid 1" cube of clear acrylic, plexiglass, lexan or glass 2 

149 win Winn some "win" at the wynn 2 

150 get directions to narnia from the information booth, refuse 
to leave without directions 

2 

151 perform a exorcism on a blue screen of death 1 

152 sexy dancy underpantsy 1 

153 weapons grade geranium 3 

154 a nice pair of supple, yet firm, melons 2 

155 a team member wearing Queeg's overalls 2 

156 bring us a functioning wireless doorbell to play with 2 

157 original, operational nintendo gameboy 5 

158 the frequency for hotel security at Bally's and/or Paris 5 

159 pick up Zhora 2 

160 develop a glitter distrobution mechanism, test on humans 4 

161 Mr Rogers singing 'It's a wonderful day in the 
neighborhood" in person 

3 

162 unopened can of brawndo 3 

163 crochet or knit pasta 4 

164 scream "my anus is bleeding" repeatedly as you run out 
of a talk 

3 

165 velcro sneakers, worn by a team member 1 

166 streak Hacker Jeopardy 3 

167 a locket of Dan Kaminsky's hair 4 

168 pay for a meal by washing dishes 4 

169 team member in a straight jacket 2 

170 security goon doing a split 2 

171 D16 (0-F) 2 

172 have a stranger ask Priest why he isn't on the Scavenger 
Hunt list 

2 

173 luke, leia, and han asking for directions to hoth in the Rio 
conference area 

2 

174 rotary telephone 3 

175 entire team doing the "sloppy swish" in unison on the 
contest stage 

1 

176 barely legal that isn't porn or directly related to sex 1 

177 math coprocessor 2 

178 physical, complete, original star wars trilogy; pre 1997 
fuckery 

4 

179 an uncracked yet empty eggshell 2 

180 grape ice cream 1 

181 1/4th cup of nail clippings 1 

182 petrified wood 2 

183 atm skimmer in person 2 

184 ice cream cone with a ice cream scoop of wasabi 2 

185 functional 8 track player 3 

186 give a speaker a 10 minute massage during their talk 3 

187 snowball fight 2 

188 play-doh icing extruder 3 

189 chug a gallon of milk in an hour 3 

190 read, write, execute 2 

191 real live identical twins at the table 2 

192 build and wear a cucumberbund 1 

193 Defcon 10 badge 2 

194 someone over 50 years old mudwrestling 2 

195 apply to be a barback somewhere on the strip 1 

196 2 turtle doves; no really, carve dove soap bars into turtles 1 

197 provide Andiak with titty sprinkles 4 

198 whip it, whip it good 2 

199 a teammate with prehensile tail 1 

200 two or more past Defcon badges with the combined sum 
of 23 

3 

201 guy fawkes mask 1 

202 give a cabbage to a speaker 2 

203 drink something out of a fleshlight 3 

204 photographic evidence of the loch ness monster or 
swamp thing living in the pool at the hotel 

2 

205 broadcast an emergency alert system message with your 
team name 

4 

206 VIN number from a security vehicle at the Rio 2 

207 get a tour of a house in Vegas with full video 2 

208 get yourself handcuffed and ankle cuffed to someone 
else, pick yourself out 

4 

209 a bumper, must include at least 2 stickers, at the table 4 

210 concrete baby 1 

211 the CTF area needs to know how to properly use a 
tampon, you need to help them; read the instructions over 
their pa system 

4 

212 poll 30 people each, leaving the mens and womens 
restrooms regarding their experience; provide a report of 
the results 

3 

213 eat an entire 12oz can of spam  2 
 


